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Abstract

With the collapse of the alternative ideologies of the 20th century, capitalism has had several decades of unopposed influence across the globe. This has had an increasing result of changing the lives of people in the mould of the west to the dismay of many peoples. No ideology unites them, no international organization can protect them from armies and corporate militias and death squads. National governments call those who resist “terrorists” and so class any actions of self-defense. We have entered an era of global conflict between traditional peoples and corporations where one way of life is being exterminated. While it is in general a continuation of the assault of western colonialism, today’s indigenous rebels instead of being considered devil worshipers are now often seen as minions of terror. Political rebellions, armed gangs and drug lords and religious terrorism appear to form a range of types with conquest of territory the goal on one end and operational integrity (e.g., business) at the other as in oligarchs morphing into warlords and presidents (as in Chechnya and Ukraine). At the same time international confrontations and competition for resources are escalating. The defeat of the USSR is often described as a “collapse” of authority and transition to a new civil entity, Russia, but like the defeat of the Ottoman Empire, it has resulted in a dismemberment of the Soviet Empire. Where the Middle East remains unstable 100 years after the Ottoman defeat, the Russian periphery has become unstable in both independence movements along its southern borders as well as those flanking Europe. The demise of both empires threatens the stability of the world today.
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Introduction

Today we find a rising threat to the daily life of people from terrorism and anti-terror activities by governments. Yet the only organized resistance to global development exercised by transnational corporations, drug gangs and death squads and the nations from which their power has risen, is increasingly seen by the poor and dispossessed of the world as al Qaeda or similar entities. Similar local off shoots like ISIS/IS have also appeared, though remnants of Maoist movements persist in some areas as in India with the Naxalites [1,2]. Other guerrilla groups are remnants of states failed in the Cold War struggle as in the case of Somalia and Yemen. Yet around the world, from the uprisings in India by traditional peoples against the Vedanta mining & development schemes Anon [3], in Panama the Ngobe-Bugle Indian tribe, to the recent massacre in the Amazonas Province of Peru, native people are striving to protect their lands from resource extraction and environmental pollution [4]. We have entered an era of global conflict between traditional peoples and corporations where one way of life is being exterminated. While it is in general a continuation of the assault of western colonialism, today’s indigenous rebels, instead of being considered devil worshipers as they were in the past, they are now often seen as minions of terror. The roots of contemporary terror are not just seen in the disorder created by colonialism, but in the very form it has taken. Saudi Wahhabism was brought to power by the British in their support of Abd al-Aziz or Ibn Saud with arms and advice before the First World War to undermine Ottoman attempts to suppress the violent fanaticism of Abd al-Wahhab and Muhammad Ibn Sa’ud that followed their uprisings after 1746 [5,6]. What is contradictory is that while the west concentrates on militant groups in various Islamic countries that are fighting for Sharia law and an Islamic state, this is what Saudi Arabia has now and has promoted abroad through its donations, foreign aid and educational foundation activity. But as Doran [7] notes the Saudi government has a long history of promoting conservative Islam, trying to balance its role in a secular and Christian dominated world and yet attempt to limit the role of Shia Islam.

The consequences of this support have stemmed from the creation of the totalitarian state of the Saudis and the spread of fanatic Wahhabism by the use of oil money. In the past two decades increasing international confrontations and competition for resources have escalated. Current assaults on national territories from Yemen to Columbia in search of a pacification of activities that are seen as “terrorist” and inconsistent with global capitalism often reflect a process of repression of local political resistance to development. Actors are frequently left little recourse to peacefully resist after corrupt legal processes deny their standing to block development. These pressures are bound together as in the case of Saudi based Wahhabi proselytizing and regional (e.g. Egyptian bombardment of Sa’da) and international intervention (Soviet and American client support) [8]. Yemen was divided into north and south portions between the British (south) and Ottoman (north) at the beginning of the 20th century. Main resistance to outside control, whether Ottoman in the 16th and 17th centuries or British has been from the Zaydi. Yet Zaydi influence has been contested by Sunni Wahhabi from Saudi Arabia and that conflict has continued to the present [9]. The present Houthis rising can be seen as a continuation of this conflict. And the Saudis have not escaped the consequences of this export fanaticism, as Hegghammer [10] notes, the rise of the Sahwa movement in the early
1990s, especially after the arrival of US troops in the Gulf Wars led to rising tensions and violent confrontations.

The negative effects of culture change attendant to colonialism have long been recognized. Bodley [11] has published an effective cross-section of these effects of interventions. Education has been one element in this process, partly positive in producing a trained native cadre for post-colonial adaptation, but in many cases, as Goody [12] has shown from West Africa, individuals become educated but can find no jobs, yet do not wish to return home to farm work and often fail to produce the traditional help and aid for parents and family. In this context the response of Boko Haram can be seen, not as a mindless rejection of Western knowledge and training in technical skills, but in frustration in the economic and social consequences of such training.

The appearance of ISIL/IS/ISIS parallels the evolution of some other rebel groups in the past five decades where social issues are transformed by repression into armed struggle and then support for military infrastructure and material requires economic activities like kidnapping, drug trade, bank robbery, smuggling, especially in resource extraction (logging, oil, minerals, etc.) and shadow banking. A recent report on ISIL's oil trading argues that it has taken over pre-existing networks of oil smuggling in Iraq and Syria, but ISIL's political and economic sophistication appears to outstrip conventional rebel and criminal gang complexity [13]. Usually the evolution of criminal gangs from illegal activities, as in alcohol in the USA in the 1920s and 1930s to legitimate investments took new forms in the post WWII period where drug lords, because of the long existence of the drug war and increased demand, began to control extended territories of land and business across countries like Columbia [14-16]. ISIL/IS's complexity belies a longer history, one that may be part of state sponsored regional wars as in the Contras in Central America or Unite in Angola [17] (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Fragmentation of Mexico by drug lords from the financial times 5/8/15.](image)

What is new is the overwhelming uniformity of opposition to local control and democracy by corporate power. Resistance has taken the form in the world press as the combination of drug war, religious terror and new media. But what seems also to be ignored is that everywhere in the world there is change driven by global economics there is unrest and this unrest is a problem for the West as it is for China and other "BRICS" and yet it is an opportunity for religious militants like al Qaeda for it could form the basis for a new ideological challenge to Christian Capitalism, as well as State Capitalism (whether ideological as in China, or opportunist as in Russia) "Third" forms of capitalism as in Japan and Social Democratic capitalism (NGO philanthropy supported by large sovereign funds as that of Norway) . All these forms are linked in an ideology of progress and development. Intertwined with this fragmentation of formal states has been their reduced power and the growing power of global cities, their connectivity and corporate agreements [18].This "everywhere" is not just the hinterlands, but the massive "underdeveloped" slums and shantytowns that surround the cities of the 21st century [19]. The organization of forms of rebellion can be placed into a range of type based on origins, support and ends (Chart 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization of Forms of Rebellion in the 21st Century</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drug gangs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious Entrepreneurial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social unrest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Chart 1:** Organization of forms of rebellion in the 21st century.

While the combination of terror and drugs is not new, having become a relatively successful business plan among Latin American rebels of left and right Leo Grande and Sharpe [20] the combination of these methods and a religious, and not specifically political ideology, has begun a new trend [21]. These often have the character of the millenarian movements of the 19th and early 20th century, especially those of Melanesia de Waal, Maleflijt [22], but their leadership and their weapons and methods are specifically a product of global technology and late modernity group organization, most notably in the recent transformation of a breakaway group from al-Qaeda in the form of ISIS/IS. They show parallels despite different religious clothing, as in the case of the Lord's Resistance Army in Uganda and its combination of an local history of the Acholi speakers and millenarian Christianity [23,24]. Suppression of indigenous religious movements in colonial possessions (e.g. Africa and Melanesia) has produced multiple local and regional rebellions [25].

Socialist and communist movements attempted to unite indigenous movements in a coherent ideology in the 20th century, but were largely co-opted by the nationalism of the First and Second World Wars. No ideological or political movement has succeeded in producing constructive means of intervention on behalf of local communities and indigenous peoples. Individual nations have been able to block international agencies' efforts have as multinational corporations in canceling legal redress [26,27]. Where law and diplomacy have failed what are the alternatives? One could imagine a new movement like the Khmer Rouge only projected internationally where the main ideological idea is the protection of indigenous culture and local control couched in a political analysis where wealth inequality and identified transnational ruling elite are pictured as the enemy. This is not far from the world view of Boko Haram. A similar rejection of western education and culture appeared in what Caldarola [28], called the "Modernist" period of Islamic history especially in the writings of al-Afghani and Muhammad Abdul. But there is nothing new about this situation and reminds one immediately of the situation in the first century of our common era when millions of Jews had fled the religious intolerance, political chaos and tribal conflict that led to the Roman occupation and later the two "insurgent" wars against fanatic nationalists [29]. What is significant is the failure of the west to
consider the causes of the current rising successes of insurgents to recruit and expand their operations. The fact that al-Qaeda's North African branch appears to be engaged in transporting drugs as reported by Devlin Barrett (Associated Press, 19 December 2009) is only a natural evolution of the blindness that afflicts Western governments. In America the war on drugs has turned most of South and Central America into a battlefield and allied with the operations of authorities under the Patriot Act erodes American civil liberties.

Anti-knowledge or science movements are not rare in the history of other sects of the Judeo-Christian tradition as the history of the Inquisition demonstrates, or the acts during the Thirty Years War and other periods during the protestant reformation, or the anti-catholic violence and destruction of the monasteries during the English Revolution. Parallels can also be seen in America in the violence of the first and second great awakening or the purging of teachers and scientists in the 1950s during the red scare and house Un-American Activities Committee. Murder and violence have characterized the fanaticism of the anti-abortion movement with the killing or doctors, bombing of clinics and homes of Planned Parenthood workers and supporters across the country, especially in the 1980s and 1990s [30,31].

Together counter insurgency operations and drug eradication and interdiction assaults have turned the world into an open American attack plan. The fallout from these operations, not only in loss of lives but income and the chaos and corruption that has followed, is creating the new armies America and the west face every day in new fields of resistance. Most of the casualties have been in tribal areas or where tribal populations have been pressed into urban masses. The conditions of life in these areas only fuels rebellion more. As Louis Dupree (1974) noted in his work on Afghanistan in the 1970s, it has been the fantasies of the west over drugs and tribes that have lead to the most serious disasters and mistakes in foreign policy in the past 200 years. The Italian example in Libya is an instructive one Evans-Pritchard [32], and informs us of the pattern in other locations as in the Belgian Congo or in the Americas in the extermination and pacification of Native Peoples during colonialism [33,34].

19th century Europe and its colonial spin-offs saw tribalism as its main enemy. To eliminate local power structures-kinship relations-would result in acculturation and order. This has largely been the strategy and rationale for globalism and staying in both Iraq and Afghanistan. Eliminate tribalism and you get docile workers, more profit and an end to resistance and terror. Instead, the 21st century is reaping a harvest of uprisings driven and magnified by the very acculturation that was expected to be so positive (profitable?). Drugs and money play a significant role in the acceleration of that process. The intensity of the rebellion has created a determined and well organized model seen in Syria especially in the destruction of major urban centers as in Aleppo and Damascus which presages future urban warfare in other locations as in Nigeria’s Kano. The nature of this resistance can be found in the failure of national governments as in Nigeria to respond proactively to local crisis, especially in the northeastern provinces and to the disruptions in local economic and political life by global investment. The assassination of the leader of Boko Haram and many of his early followers is a powerful motivation here and can go far to explain current conditions [35].

As Sociologist Max Weber [36] noted in the middle of the 19th century, peasants removed from their lands become docile and easily adapted to new forms of work, and Kevin Starr [37] found in his study concerning the early 20th century, that the invention of mass media made the manipulation of masses of rootless people an effective substitute for police and military action. Canetti [38] found that mass media conditioned people to act as crowd elements and has promoted a consciousness of crowd in modern society. The lack of reason and response to fact we are seeing in American political debate is evidence of how far this has developed. From crowd consciousness to mob action is only a small step. Murdock with his Fox News and Murphy of Liberty News instill this way of thinking every day, this “invasion of corporate news” as Andrew Edgecliffe-Johnson [39] has termed it has taken shape largely in the last two decades. However, media has come to be the voice of not just nations, but religions and ideologies. The cross-purposes and new techniques seem to be capable of motivating people to mass murder as in Rwanda and the states of the former Yugoslavia. However, all that is missing is a means to organize this resistance and for al-Qaeda-like or Boko Haram-like organizations to see the opportunity and to fabricate an ideology that can be translated across cultural and religious barriers. ISIL. (or IS) has produced a sophisticated media presence on the internet and in publications as its financial report [40]. The outcome of such an ideology might be a collapse of social complexity in urban wars, where fanaticism and millenarianism like that of the Christian right blend with visions of a nuclear apocalypse. Using religion and ideology as a weapon is not new and currently the US is engaged in such a program that may backfire. Major General Douglas Stone told reporter Andrew Woods [41] of plans developed by the U.S. Army to utilize prisoners in the various camps held by the military for a grand reorganization of Islam into a more peaceful religion. Possessing a doctorate in public administration, and a degree from Stanford Business School and having made a fortune in Silicon Valley, General Stone outlined how the military would win the “battlefield of the mind.” Under his direction, military prisons like Abu Ghraib were transformed after 2006 into seeing their detainees as strategic assets that could be reshelped to spread the seeds of a new Islam to the Middle East and Asia. Aided by the Rand Corporation, Stone and the USA military have undertaken a reeducation process and successfully released their charges (prisoners/students) back to their home countries. Of the 8,000 men released since 2006 only 24 have been recaptured, what Stone considers to be proof of success, interpreting this as a recidivism rate of less than 1%. While this idea of Stone's and the program he describes may be simply a USA military disinformation project specially designed to discredit those returning or to increase suspicions among anti-USA groups in the Middle East, the concept is of interest as it reflects the first time in history that one military has used a religious sect as a counterintelligence movement. The issue of ethics aside, the idea of using religion as a weapon wielded by an enemy is dangerous, though during the Counter Reformation there were some efforts that came close to the effect if not the intent they were hardly successful. There is a liability to the leaders of al Qaeda, ISIS or a Boko Haram. By diluting their messages to encompass such a wider ideological perspective they may lose their core population support. Like the earlier effort of the Soviet Comintern, control of locally appropriated issues and movements is difficult and can have considerable unintended consequences.

Disintegration of Empires: USSR and Ottoman Equals Chaos

While it is clear that the collapse of the Ottoman Empire has created continuing violence and unrest over the past 100 years, the dismembering of the USSR is proving to be just as destabilizing. This is true not just in the various uprisings against Russian dominance as in
Chechnya but the lingering tensions in former Soviet Republics like Ukraine. While religion and a lack of a history of self-government are factors so too is the history of repression of ethnicity and language. The second outcome is the desire of Russian politicians and a segment of the population to recreate the Soviet Empire as is seen today in Ukraine. This leads to international tensions as the west, which has won the cold war and imposed and overseen the disintegration of the USSR, attempts to extend its control as with its institutions like the European Union and NATO. One can say that just as the Ottoman collapse disintegrated the moral and political traditions of peaceful interaction of minorities based on the millet system Guclu [42], leading to the past 100 years of minority violence that has led to massacres and then totalitarian post-colonial regimes, the Soviet collapse has produced a similar vacuum of authority and cooperation leading to ethnic violence from Ukraine to Chechnya.

The most important fact of the current world order is the process of the nations of the former USSR and the stability of Russia. Russia lacks an internal logic or ideology as both the Russian Empire and the USSR were expansionist in nature. A variety of tensions create an opportunistic national government led by oligarchs often derived from the security apparatus of the USSR, but religion and kinship are in resurgent form in Russia as in the former Soviet Republics Gee, Metzo [43,44]. We have to keep in mind that the USSR was defeated and dismembered but unlike the experience of the Turks with the defeat of the Ottoman Empire, dismemberment was experienced at a time of invasion of the victorious allies of World War I. That invasion was defeated by Turkish forces led by Kemal Ataturk. The ability of the young Turks to revitalize Turkey and defeat the invasion is essential to understanding contemporary Turkey. It also informs us of Russia today, as Russia has had no unifying figure like Ataturk nor a coherent ideology to replace communism. It has, rather in some assessments become a Kleptocracy like some Third World states that are failed post-colonial entities, not even nations [45,46].

As is Russia appears as a modern industrialized nation with a formidable military but a shattered civic life and poorly functioning institutions. At the same time Turkey seems to be descending into a process to reverse the westernization that Ataturk fashioned with a President who has created a powerful foundation from which to rule the nation and mimic the former Ottomans. While the Soviet Union disintegrated into a number of unstable states on the periphery of Russia with violent eruptions punctuating the transition from communism, Turkey exists surrounded by the chaos and repression that the disintegration of the Ottoman Empire has created and been sustained by the occupation, both military and economic, of western forces.

Modernity and Rebellion

We are seeing a combination of effects, drugs, religion, ideology and mass media all promoting anti-government action and directed toward specific “enemies.” The drug war and expanding resource exploitation are motivating factors in rebellion worldwide what efforts might defuse the avalanche of conflict? Terry McDermott [47] and Jean Hatzfeld [48] have documented the process by which ordinary people become terrorists in an environment of economic and political transformation. The US invasions of Iraq with the continued occupation of military bases in the Saudi peninsula along with the invasion of Afghanistan and ongoing Israeli-Palestinian conflict have created an aroma of crisis.

Middle Eastern conflict however has been simmering since World War I due to the conditions of division Solh and Seale [49], with betrayal and assassinations molding the many kingdoms carved out of the Ottoman body [50]. The context for the defeat of the Soviets in Afghanistan was a clear road to future instability and chaos across the region which was obvious from history at the beginning [51,52]. If fact, western involvement in Afghanistan, Iran, Pakistan and Iraq has been so disastrous that the history reads as folly [53–55]. Russian campaigns to attempt to stabilize their southern tier have been brutal and expensive Rashid [54] but presage future problems as immigration spreads the fallout across the country and the globe as John Mackinlay [56], has predicted from all the Middle Eastern adventures of the west. Even countries like Algeria have purchased relative quiet at a tremendous price in blood Evans and Sessions [57,58] and it is a quiet that reeks of a hidden thunder as Josephus described for the Roman suppression of Palestine 2,000 years ago (Figure 2).

Beheadings versus Drones

Every period of history seems to have its characteristic form of terror, for the ancient world it was crucifixion, for the medieval, burning at the stake or drawing and quartering, for America hanging, or tar and feathering in different times and regions, in the modern period, gas chambers, throwing people from helicopters or napalming children and most recently, extraordinary renditions [59]. The image sends a message intended to control the viewer who receives it. As the Bureau of Investigative Journalism reported in January Serie [60] the number of drone killings under the Obama administration was over 2,400, mostly targeted political leaders or active members of organizations the administration considers terrorist. This does not include other drone killings controlled by nations sharing the technology like Israel that attack often the same organizations. While beheading was a frequent means of dispatching rebels in England, as in the famous beheading of Wat Tyler or Mary Queen of Scots, a beheading with a sword differs little from the use of a device like a
guillotine except the latter is more effective and usually produces a uniform and effective end. Beheading was often practiced by colonial powers for slave rebellion [61]. Debating the issue of how humane such methods of execution are is only symbolic of relative power [62,63]. Other beheadings by organizations who used the media as a vehicle to promote terror include some of the Mexican drug [64]. Mutilations were common under colonial regimes by the colonial powers and were often arbitrary (Figure 3 is an example from Belgian Congo, see Hochschild [65], ISIS’ use of similar methods should be seen in the context of response to colonial violence. One cannot terrorize populations for 400 years and then believe that in a few post-colonial decades all will be well. A related topic is the “black bag” or secret operation units of the US armed forces. Some of these units have been engaged in executions on a scale unknown before and the number of civilian deaths is unknown [66]. There is currently a media blitz spreading misinformation regarding the power and presence of al-Qaeda in various Middle Eastern and African countries including Libya and Mali. The Mali situation was consonant with my discussion above. The indigenous Tuareg have faced a variety of challenges from the central government and from competition for resources between a number of adjacent nations including Libya (under Gaddafi) and Chad. The Tuareg have responded with demands via a variety of civil means and with rebellions, the most recent was quite successful though it was overtaken by the more organized al-Qaeda affiliates. Due to the inability of nation states in the area to mount effective border controls the area is infested with illegal trade of every kind.

Thousands of indigenous problems fester across the globe like the Tuareg story, and yet it is the nature of the west’s view of the world that allows it to ignore the fundamental economic problems of people and promote repression [67,68].

Mutilations were common under colonial regimes by the colonial powers and were often arbitrary. Figure 3 is an example from Belgian Congo, Hochschild [65], ISIS’ use of similar methods should be seen in the context of response to colonial violence. One cannot terrorize populations for 400 years and then believe that in a few post-colonial decades all will be well (Figure 3).

What appears on the horizon of terror is a relationship between state terror and local responses. Whether western military and intelligence created al-Qaeda to fight the Soviets the effect has been the same. We are told that documents seized in Iraq prove that the greatest number of “jihadis” not al-Qaeda (but that does not matter to most commentators) came from Libya (“Sinjar documents”: http://tarpley.net/docs/CTCForeignFighter.19.Dec07.pdf which were supposedly from al-Qaeda or “linked” groups and first published by the combating terrorism center (CTC) at West point. What is the authenticity of these documents? They had the function, like the “proofs” for Saddam’s weapons of mass destruction, to build support for the war at home. From the beginning the sources used to identify the existence and history of al-Qaeda are the same used to give background to the development of the mujahideen in Afghanistan, Bill Moyers’s sources are an example: (http://www.pbs.org/moyers/journal/07272007/alqaeda.html). Most are written by journalists like that by Abdal Bari Atwan (The Secret History of al-Qaeda) who has a long career employed by Saudi family entities. Others by people like Bruce Hoffman (http://explore.georgetown.edu/people/brh6/) someone whose background is steeped in both the profits of a war contractor (RAND) and in the history of the Middle East struggle of Israel against her neighbors. Like many following this line of reasoning, he argues, “It amazes me that people don’t think there is a clear adversary out there, and that our adversary does not have a strategic approach.” A worldwide conspiracy, of an invincible organization stalks a peaceful world. The image could be turned upside down with ease and we could view the entire anti-terrorist edifice as one great conspiracy to deprive the world of peace, freedom and prosperity. One of the glaring consequences of the post-9/11 world is the dramatic increase in wealth inequality and if we follow the money, the vast funneling of funds into security and military hardware since 9/11 has benefitted a select sector of investors.

Conclusion: A Ghost and the Tail Wagging the Dog

As an anthropologist reading over this literature on al-Qaeda, I find it has certain interesting qualities. In other words, the al-Qaeda story has the mirror structure of many myths: for example, al-Qaeda is so well organized that it cannot be infiltrated and yet we know all about it because we have certain unnamed or elusive sources that can be counted on to produce detailed information about the organization. Usually such organizations are found in the popular press as conspiracy theories of one kind of Illuminati creation myth or another dating back to either the beginnings of civilization or the founding of America, but what is more disturbing is the fact that many individuals arrested or involved in terrorist acts or sect associated with al-Qaeda have been found to be government plants or recruited by government agents [70,71], a more creative view is found in Robert Shea and Robert Wilson’s books or their various followers). A paranoid personality is required to believe such tales and yet the entire world believes in the al-Qaeda creation myth. In these conspiracy myths everything can be explained by the secret organization. This is true of al-Qaeda. The defeat of the Soviets in Afghanistan, a number of terrorist attacks from the 1980s and 1990s and the substantial organization necessary for 9/11 and then a host of others since of varying quality of execution and goal. No internal logic is necessary to unite the events or the actors. Goals and ends are secret knowledge and cannot be determined.

The failure of al-Qaeda to take advantages of opportunities that are obvious that would further their power and build a movement is
generally ignored. al-Qaeda has not linked with the international drug movement or illicit arms trade as underground leftist terrorists are supposed to have done in the 1970s, 80s and 1990s. One could assume this is due to their superior analysis that such involvements were detrimental to the movements that did, but this is open to interpretation. The same lack of action is true in regards to incidents of terror against the poor and disenfranchised in places like Central and South Africa, India and Central and South America, or any presence in labor struggles in the Middle East. Their supposed presence in Iraq and Afghanistan has been their central image, but in these areas their ability to produce any substantial base or victories is curious. Again, al-Qaeda seems more like a myth; a brutal Robin Hood who seldom wins anything but is always present to take the blame for everything. And now with ISIS there could not be a more perfect bogeyman. It is obvious that al-Qaeda and it affiliates in the Yemen and Somalia as well as Malia have been able to take advantage of failed states to intensify the degradation of civil life and the potential for the redevelopment of order and productivity. Unlike organizations like the Muslim Brotherhood, al-Qaeda has not shown any ability to create sustained local organizations for charities or business to aid local populations.

Now ISIS has taken this road though it is generally aimed at the Sunni/Shia separation and even more so a focus on a Unitarian line against all variations in belief. Some theorists have argued that this is a central theological rift, a break with bin Laden's "far enemy" (western powers) strategy (Ackerman, Malik and Khalili, 2015) or even his supposed "hearts and minds" tactics (Dyer, 2015) to a new focus on an ideological cleansing to produce religious purity. So ISIS' local focus is unlikely to produce an expansion beyond the Middle East to other conflicts with global capitalism. It appears increasingly as a Madhist type movement with limits to expansion and recruitment but an essential nativist movement (Linton, 1943) built within the intolerant frame of the Judeo-Christian tradition characteristic of triumphal forms both of ancient Judaism and colonial Christianity (Toynbee, 1958).

al-Qaeda/ISIL and bin Laden are the reason for the loss of freedoms in several western countries, most notably represented in the American Patriot Act and yet his pursuit (now the pursuit of ISIS as bin Ladin is dead) is the definition of the struggle to regain it. A more coincident construction to Eric Blair's book, 1984 would be hard to fabricate. Like a religion, belief in the existence of al-Qaeda cannot be proven or disproven and skeptics are worse than heretics or the old unbelievers of international communism being behind every protest or uprising of the 1950s. Such attitudes define "fellow travelers" in the anti-communist vernacular of "unpatriotic co-conspirators." Yet if we use logic to address the ideology of the "al-Qaeda conspiracy" we might find that the very policies that have been invented to fight terror have created more from Saddam to bin Laden to ISIS there seems to be no end in this dance. Is there a way out of this straight-jacket the world end in this dance. Is there a way out of this straight-jacket the world

did neither for in 1525 the French were destroyed at Pavia and their king, Francis was taken prisoner. Martin Luther declared to Charles V's face the fanaticism that was to rend Europe in a great war. But a rising fanaticism in the Ottoman east caused Selim the Grim to be occupied suppressing Shite rebellions until 1520 when his son, Suleiman the Lawgiver (Magnificent in most European histories), came to the throne.

Selim the Grim had consolidated the world of Islam, from Persia to Spain and became the Caliph and Commander of the Faithful. Islam was at its political and cultural height. Just as Suleiman crushed the Knights of St. John on Rhodes and began his assault on Hungary he received a letter from the imprisoned King Louis in Spain asking his help, which he rejected. In 1526 Suleiman exterminated the Hungarian army at Mohacs and stormed Buda. In 1529 Suleiman advanced against Vienna with 200,000 troops, but while the Christian kingdoms were divided (and the Pope abandoned the defense to concentrate on suppressing Florence) they set aside difference enough to produce an effective, yet desperate defense of Vienna [72].

Suleiman failed and yet the worst of the Wars of the Reformation were yet to come. Europe was left to fight it to the end. The nations of Islam cannot do this with the interference of the west, yet such a consolidation would likely continue the recent Arab Spring and sweep away not only the western-leaning Arab kingdoms, but also the colonial boundaries producing a new configuration for the people of the Middle East. Whether the west can continue to constrain these peoples and prevent such a transformation is as unlikely as Suleiman's attempt to conquer Europe. It often seems as if western policies are built on the model of the Mahdist transformation Barclay [28], where a triumphant and revolutionary messianism that had defeated the British army in Sudan to establish an indigenous regime was eventually compromised by colonial intrigue into a collaboration partner. That process was initiated by a failure of the Mahdist movement to expand, especially to Ethiopia where the Christian Emperor, Yohannes IV, offered an anti-European alliance that was rejected by the Mahdist leaders. Instead, their ideology constructed around Islam, led them to invade Ethiopia and waste both nations' energies and resources. The British reinvansion was successful but given the international situation required some interaction with former Mahdist followers [73].

The idea of some accommodation, the "preservation of foreign investments" is an attempt to retain aspects of colonial control and perpetuate client allies and institutions against complete "reindigenation." Here the example from the uprising in the Yucatan is relevant. The Maya fought in groups as reported 400 years before during the Conquest, yet even in the historical context of the European revolutions of 1848 that gave shape to democratic movements in Central and South America, the Mayan leaders could not create alliances with a broader movement for self-determination, mainly due to the racism that dominated European society [74,75]. The danger of this (successful indigenous uprisings) was less during the period of Soviet competition as communism is a form of western progressiveism as Jomo Kenyatta realized Berman[76], situated in state power and authority over minorities.

Like the Methodists, ISIS's ideology prevents it from constructing wider alliances and limits its ability to integrate a global critique to achieve an anti-colonial expansion. The parallel with the Khmer Rouge also is of interest where an extreme anti-western interpretation of Marxism led to a failed attempt at de-colonialization of the population.
For students of civilization, the problems caused by the collapse of the Ottoman and Soviet empires will be a focus of attention for years to come, yet they provide a fruitful source of analysis to the study of social complexity and its fragility. Yet as Mooy [77] has noted, development and foreign aid is driving change and chaos across the developing world along with the conflict that missionary work brings. Missionaries are often seen a agents of foreign colonialism [78,79]and their behavior in criticizing local indigenous religions or other major world religions (especially Islam) feeds local tensions as money and personnel for missionary work comes from abroad and has always represented colonial issues vs local initiative and ideology. What seems clear is that unless some international entity can be created that can control international finance and limit the rights of international corporations, then the lack of local justice will continue to produce terror across the globe.

The behavior of some of the current rebel groups, for example, ISIS shows definite lapses in organization and knowledge of how to implement state formation operations. Solomon [80] describes some of these deficiencies, yet this is not significantly different from local operations that evolved from drug organizations in places like Columbia in the 1990s, paralells in sophistication of economic control and organization can be gleaned from other examples in history, like the crime lords of Chicago in the 1920s [81]. With the world awash in former military highly trained operatives the potential for improving personnel quality and operation efficiency is quite good. With ISIS already franchising operations in some of its periphery the pattern is already well established. Governments might consider suppressing or tightly regulating the operations of private security services as they are increasingly being used as virtual armies across the globe by both legitimate businesses editorial [82], and governments as well as those in gray areas of legality, as in the Poroshenko/Kolomoisky affair in Ukraine Olearchyk [83] and outright mercenary operations for profit [84]. Some of these have evolved from military downizing in the west and the extensive use of contract services since the 1980s in the USA.

Loyalties of such organizations are certainly questionable as are their chain of command and responsibility. As certainty of messaging and financial information become more vulnerable to hacking, issues of control by governments will become more unstable and involvement of citizens distant. Access to ownership documentation in identity theft has risen in sophistication as well and threatens to breach the bastions of banking as more value is.
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